
The way of the Priest by Hogan 

 

Oh, just imagine being a priest, walking the realms spreading the word of your God to those you meet, or deliver swift 

justice or an unspeakable death to those unfaithful who have spoken against your God...that's life I tell ye! 

 

      Godron Thonder - Hammer of Tyr 

 

The learning of new prayers 
The troubles of a Priest are many, but most of them can be solved by the use of either wisdom or prayers, most often the 

latter though. Unfortunately wisdom must be earned and prayers have to be learned! There is no set of rules for the 

gaining of wisdom, but there are for gaining new prayers, and they go as follows: 

 

• Learning a new prayer takes about 1 week per spell-level, half that time if a successful Wisdom check, minus 

spell level, is rolled. At least 8 hours a day must be set aside for prayers and communicating with the teaching 

Priest of your faith. 

• The Priests learn their prayers from other priests of the faith for free, provided they have followed their God in 

a way that's pleasant enough for their deity. This is somehow always known to a-soon-to-become teacher, who 

will refuse to teach if the subject hasn’t followed the right path (that's not the case when learning the prayer 

from an old scroll, but then again, this way there is no option of a wisdom-check in order to cut the down on the 

reading-time). 

• Sometimes there are faiths who's deities cooperate in one way or another. From those other faiths he is 

supposed to cooperate with, the priest can learn and achieve minor prayers up to 3
rd

 level, provided he hasn't 

offended that particular faith in his actions. 

 

Below is, as an example, a list of some of the faiths who cooperate in The Forgotten Realms
tm

 

 

Mielikki - Eldath - Silvanus 

Torm - Ilmater - Tyr  (The Triad) 

Talos - Auril - Umberlee - Malar (The Gods of Fury) 

Chauntea - Lathander 

Lliira - Selune - Sune 

Azuth - Mystra - Oghma 

Talona - Shar 

Oghma - Milil - Deneir - Gond (The Gods of Knowledge) 

Malar - Loviater 

 

Gods in italic are the major gods of their alliance, their priests can learn prayers up to 5
th

 level from the other faiths in 

the alliance. Where no gods are in italic, all gods are rated equal.  

Priests normally don’t acquire prayers from faiths they don't cooperate with. 

 

Deities of the demi-human faiths are generally considered to be cooperating with all deities in their pantheon, except 

those who are of different ethos and alignment. The Major God of this alliance is most often the one who is head of the 

pantheon, like Garl Glittergold of the Gnomes and Moradin Dwarffather of the dwarves. 

 

Note: Alliances seem to change continually, especially among the gods of evil, so the allies of today can be the enemies 

of tomorrow or just plain neutral in any ongoing matter. 

 

 

The requirement of rest 
In order to say her prayers truth- and powerfully, the priest need a clear head after a good night’s sleep. 6 hours of 

uninterrupted rest is what is required before the pries once a gain has mental strength enough for a full arsenal of prayers. 

If the Priest’s rest is ruined, by approaching monsters for instance, she will not be able to take on any more prayers 

unless she, of course, decides to rest a full 6 hours from the time she was awaken. 6 hours of sleep is also the minimum 

necessary between days spent on learning a new prayer. A period of rest cannot be gained immediately following another 

one. 8 hours must pass between each nap. 

 


